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【 Outline of survey 】

Evolution is driven by changing environments in which organisms live. Thephysiological and

morphological specificity of a species is a reflection ofthe environment unique to that species. The

tempo and mode of suchenvironmentally dependent and driven evolution may be associated with gain

of new genes, but this can happen only when environments change so slowly asto permit organisms to

acquire new genes. Unless otherwise, organismscannot genetically respond and may become extinct

under rapid and dramaticenvironmental changes. It follows that genetic changes that develop and

characterize species specificity must result from some other changes thangain of new genes in the

genome. It is therefore hypothesized that suchgenomic changes are likely alternations of expression of

existing genes and,in an extreme case, loss of genes that are no longer indispensable under

newenvironments. In this project, we attempt to substantiate our workinghypothesis, focussing on

some of physiological and morphologicalcharacteristics in humans that have evolved over million years.

Likewise,to support our working hypothesis further, we investigate genetic responsesof domestic fowls

to artificial selection over ten thousands of years.

【 Expected results 】

We attempt to demonstrate that species specificity of humans or domesticfowls which is acquired

during a relatively short period of evolutionarytime results from loss of genes rather than gain of new

genes in the genome.Since changes in the genome are irreversible and can occur only slowly, we

argue that organisms including humans themselves are genetically intolerantto rapid environmental

changes. We also hope that our research will providesome basic knowledge in considering the global

environmental problem whichall the organisms on this planet now face.
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